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Part Five: Sample Papers 

 
This section contains 20 student responses written during the Gateway Field Test. Each response 
is followed by annotations for Development (DEV), Knowledge (KNOW), Organization (ORG), 
and Conventions (CONV).  
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Annotations for Paper 1 
 
DEV: 5  
All parts of the assigned task (artistic, literary, scientific contributions) are explained 
comprehensively. Analysis is particularly strong as the writer compares the religious reformation 
to the rebirth in science and the arts. The interpretations of the important relationships in the 
writing task are supported with specific details and descriptions as the writer connects them with 
the humanist movement. In art, the writer describes the break from purely religious themed art of 
the Dark Ages and how the Mona Lisa and Pieta broke with tradition. In literature, the writer 
describes the change from religious texts written in Latin to Shakespeare’s and Petrarch’s secular 
texts and how these texts reflected the humanist outlook. In science, the writer describes the 
move from religious interpretation of the world to the scientific method. Conclusions are 
supported with accurate, factual information. Each section of the response is connected to the 
pre-Renaissance attitudes and to the impact on the modern world.  All of the writer’s ideas are 
relevant.  
 
KNOW: 5  
The writer demonstrates extensive relevant, correct prior knowledge (the Catholic Church 
dominated the continent; the Spanish inquisition occurred during the Dark Ages; Martin Luther 
led the Protestant Reformation; the printing press improved literacy rates; poetry of individual 
love was created; themes of artwork changed; Galileo questioned the classical philosophers). The 
information about the Renaissance goes far beyond what is contained in the provided documents. 
Social studies vocabulary is used consistently in the response (twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
Catholic Church, corruption, continent, fallacies, Protestant Reformation, intercessory, 
Christianity, humanist movement, religious texts, Latin dominated, “common” Germanic, secular 
texts, humanity, pursuit of knowledge, mechanical pursuits, exploration). 
 
ORG: 5  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Ideas about the 
Renaissance are sequenced within paragraphs and across all parts of the response. Each part of 
the response is tied to the theme of changing world views. The introduction establishes the 
context of beliefs from which the Humanist movement grew. The conclusion provides closure by 
linking the Renaissance to the Age of Exploration which followed it. Effective and varied 
transitioning links all elements of the response. The organizational plan clearly leads the reader 
smoothly through the response.  
 
CONV: 5  
Simple, complex, and compound sentences are well crafted and effective throughout the 
response. There is an extensive variety of sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. All 
elements of usage are consistently correct. Word choice is varied, accurate, and specific. All 
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elements of mechanics are consistently correct. Errors are infrequent (Renaissance and Bible 
should be capitalized; da Vinci has only one “c;” one comma is unnecessary). Overall, the writer 
demonstrates full command of this domain.  
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Annotations for Paper 2 
 
DEV: 5 
All three parts of the assigned task are explained comprehensively (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions). In the section on artistic contributions, the writer describes the work and the 
impact of Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo. In the section on literary contributions, the 
writer describes the work and the impact of Miguel Cervantes and Shakespeare. In the section on 
scientific contributions, the writer describes the work of Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, and Isaac 
Newton. The writer analyzes the importance and long term impact of the great artists and 
scientists of the Renaissance (inspiration came from the ancient Greeks and Romans; Florence 
was the cultural center of Europe due to the Medicis; new techniques were developed in painting 
and sculpture; literary themes and poetry changed; themes moved from religious to a Romantic 
approach; scientists study the internal and external worlds; new understanding of the solar 
system developed). The writer supports his/her conclusions with accurate information (the 
Renaissance gave rise to humanism and a secular outlook; artists began to explore new themes in 
art and literature, new tools were developed for studying science; the Renaissance led to the Age 
of Reason). All of the writer’s ideas are relevant to the topic. The writer demonstrates an in-
depth understanding of both the “big picture” and more specific social studies facts and concepts. 
 
KNOW: 5   
The writer demonstrates extensive correct and relevant prior knowledge (Renaissance was 
inspired by ancient Greece and Rome; the Renaissance gave rise to humanism and a secular 
outlook; Florence was the center of the Italian Renaissance; Michelangelo was also an engineer). 
The writer connects each artist and/or scientist with his art or invention. Extensive social studies 
vocabulary is used throughout the response (Middle Ages, ancient Greeks and Romans, 
humanism, secular, Sistine Chapel, ideology, “Flourance,” Medici family, Mona Lisa, Pieta, 
lever system, construction, writing styles, Don Quixote, Shakespearian sonnets. Dante’s Inferno, 
Romantic Approach, theories, telescope, constellations, planetary alignments, human anatomy, 
Law of Gravity).The provided documents are integrated and described effectively. 
 
ORG: 5  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced logically across all parts of the 
response. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the writer explains that the 
Renaissance brought “new light” to Greek and Roman classics and “gave rise to humanism and a 
secular outlook.” These social studies concepts are central to an understanding of the 
Renaissance. The conclusion provides closure by explaining how the Renaissance led to the Age 
of Enlightenment and Reason and had a lasting impact on human history. Effective and varied 
transitions link all parts of the response. With each new paragraph, the writer provides a link to 
the ideas in the previous paragraph (“Although the Renaissance is largely associated with the 
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various artistic and literary achievements”). Transitioning extends beyond the use of transitional 
phrases. 
 
CONV: 5 
All types of sentences are crafted and effective throughout the response. There is an extensive 
variety of sentence lengths and beginnings. All elements of usage are consistently correct. Word 
choice is accurate, specific, and varied with one exception (“Despite the creation of various 
masterpieces”). The phrase “in addition to” rather than “despite” would have been more 
appropriate to the writer’s intention in this sentence. All elements of mechanics are consistently 
correct. The single spelling error is the spelling of Florence, Italy.  None of the errors interfere 
with meaning. Overall, the writer demonstrates a full command of the components. 
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Annotations for Paper 3 
 
DEV: 5 
All three parts of the assigned task are explained comprehensively (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions). In the section on artistic contributions, the writer describes the work and the 
impact of Leonardo da Vinci, compares the themes of Renaissance art to previous eras, explains 
the patronage system, and states the importance of realism in depictions of the human body. In 
the section on literary contributions, the writer describes the work and the impact of Miguel 
Cervantes, who parodied earlier clichéd medieval themes in literature, as well as the sonnets of 
Shakespeare and Petrarch. In the section on scientific contributions, the writer describes the 
architecture of the Renaissance (the dome), and how inventions of the Renaissance led to current 
day technology. The writer analyzes the importance and long term impact of the great artists and 
scientists of the Renaissance (the move away from purely a religious focus in art and science; the 
move to more realism in depicting humans in art and literature; architecture returns to use of the 
dome; how Galileo’s improvement of the telescope led to the discovery of new planets; how 
Leonardo daVinci studied of human anatomy; the elements of Don Quixote which parodied 
previous themes in literature). The writer supports his/her conclusions with accurate information. 
All of the writer’s ideas are relevant to the topic. The writer demonstrates an in-depth 
understanding of both the “big picture” and more specific social studies facts and concepts. 
 
KNOW: 5 
The writer demonstrates extensive relevant, correct prior knowledge (the Renaissance was a 
rebirth of classical ideas; Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa and drew the Vesuvian Man; 
Roman deities were pagan; how patrons supported artists; the Pieta represents two artistic 
traditions; the Medici family were great patrons of the arts; how knowledge of dome building 
had been lost during the Crusades; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote; Shakespeare and Petrarch 
wrote love sonnets). The information about the Renaissance goes far beyond what is contained in 
the provided documents. Social studies vocabulary is used consistently in the response 
(medieval, Dark Ages, post-classical, contemporary world, Roman Republic, pagan deities, 
Christian ideals, Roman goddess Venus, patronage, architects, dome structure, astronomy, 
clichéd plotline). 
 
ORG: 5 
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced logically across all parts of the 
response, within and between paragraphs. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the 
writer sets the historical context for the Renaissance by connecting Renaissance ideals back to 
the classical cultures of Greece and Rome and forward to the contemporary world. The 
conclusion provides closure by explaining how the patronage of the Medici family helped make 
the Renaissance possible. Effective and varied transitions link all parts of the response. With 
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each new paragraph, the writer provides a link back to the introduction that contrasts 
Renaissance thinking with the Dark Ages. The organizational structure is sophisticated, subtle, 
and enhances the communication of the writer’s ideas. 
 
CONV: 5 
All types of sentences are crafted and effective throughout the response. There is an extensive 
variety of sentence lengths and beginnings. All elements of usage are consistently correct. Word 
choice is accurate, specific, and varied. All elements of mechanics are consistently correct. There 
are several minor errors which are probably proofreading errors rather than lack of control; the 
writer leaves out two words (“aspired to,” “as it is seen today”), and leaves the “d” off of the 
word “used” in the final sentence. These errors do not interfere with meaning. Overall, the writer 
demonstrates a full command of all of the components. 
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Annotations for Paper 4 
 
DEV: 5 
All three parts of the assigned task are explained comprehensively (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions). In the section on artistic contributions, the writer describes specific works of 
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Bernini and how these artists and their work are still 
revered today. In the section on literary contributions, the writer describes the works of Dante, 
Shakespeare, Cervantes, and Moliere, and how Elizabethan comedies and tragedies have been 
modernized for the screen and musical stage. In the section on scientific contributions, the writer 
describes the engineering designs of Leonardo da Vinci and the theories of physics developed by 
Galileo. In each part of the response, the writer explains why these works of art and science are 
still relevant today as well as famous the world over. Analysis is particularly effective in the 
literary section of the response in which the writer ties the timelessness of Renaissance culture to 
the humanist message it delivers.  The writer clearly understands that the Renaissance was a 
“revolution not of fighting but of thinking.” Conclusions are supported with accurate historical 
facts. All of the ideas included are relevant. 
  
KNOW: 5 
The writer demonstrates extensive correct and relevant prior knowledge (Shakespeare wrote 
Romeo and Juliet; Michelangelo painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel; Da Vinci painted the 
Mona Lisa; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote; Dante wrote The Inferno; Moliere wrote Tartuffe; 
Galileo was arrested for promoting the heliocentric theory). Social studies vocabulary is used 
throughout the response (renowned works of art, Sistine Chapel, romantic point of view, drama, 
devout, religious enlightenment, commissioned, King James Version of the Bible, tragedies, 
mainstream, technology, heliocentric theory, feud, house arrest, ancestor, engineers, scientific 
advances, revolution of thinking). The provided documents are integrated effectively. 
. 
ORG: 5  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced logically across all parts of the 
response. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the writer states that the cultural 
contributions of the Renaissance were not merely groundbreaking in their own era, but continue 
to influence the arts and sciences today.  The conclusion provides closure by comparing the 
Renaissance to a revolution (“a revolution not of fighting but of thinking.”). Effective and varied 
transitions link all parts of the response (“Perhaps almost as influential, if not more, as the art in 
the era;” Works from these writers;” “These popular tragedies and sometimes comedies;” “In 
creating these scientific advances”). The organizational structure enhances the communication of 
the writer’s ideas. 
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CONV: 5  
All types of sentences are crafted and effective throughout the response. The writer loses control 
a single time creating a run-on on the second page (“The popular tragedies and sometimes 
comedies…”). There is an extensive variety of sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. All 
elements of usage are consistently correct with the exception of “romantist” for “romantic.” One 
plural is incorrectly formed (artist), but this is probably a proofreading error as all other plurals 
are constructed correctly. Word choice is accurate, specific, and varied. All elements of 
mechanics are consistently correct. One comma is missing, but many commas in a variety of 
contexts are correct. These infrequent errors do not interfere with meaning.  
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Annotations for Paper 5 
 
DEV: 4 
All parts of the assigned task are explained (artistic, literary, scientific contributions). In art, the 
writer describes the impact of the Mona Lisa and the realistic painting and sculpting techniques 
that are still used today. In literature, the writer describes the Renaissance literature that is still 
being taught in American high schools today (Don Quixote, Shakespearean poetry and plays), 
and emphasizes that Renaissance writers wrote in the vernacular as opposed to Latin, making 
their work more accessible to the masses. Some of the information in the section on scientific 
contributions is document dependent, but the writer understands that Galileo was developing 
theories of the solar system rather than merely observing the moon. In each section of the 
response, the writer explains the impact of each type of cultural contribution (realism is still used 
in today’s art; Shakespeare is part of every American’s education; Galileo was instrumental in 
developing theories about outer space).Conclusions are supported with factual information (the 
size of Mona Lisa contrasted with its worldwide fame; Leonardo da Vinci’s flying machine 
connected to current day airplanes). All of the writer’s ideas are relevant.  
 
KNOW: 4 
The response demonstrates considerable, relevant prior knowledge (The renaissance followed the 
Dark Ages; Renaissance means rebirth; the Mona Lisa is in the Louvre in Paris; Renaissance 
painters and sculptors incorporating realism in depicting humans; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote; 
Renaissance writers wrote in the vernacular; Galileo developed theories of planetary bodies). 
The writer integrates information from the provided documents appropriately. Social studies 
vocabulary is used consistently in the response (Dark Ages, personal achievement, fame, 
decades, Musee de Louvre, Paris, sculpting, poetry, education, vernacular, dead languages, 
technology, transportation, wealthy, patrons, Renaissance man) 
 
ORG: 5  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced logically across all parts of the 
response. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the writer introduces the concepts 
of focus on the self and individual celebrations of life.  The conclusion provides closure by 
introducing the qualities of the “Renaissance Man” and explaining how these qualities are still 
valued today. Effective and varied transitions link all parts of the response (When the Europeans 
saw; Soon they realized; Along with new ways of thinking; This is what attracted so many; To 
this day; Although ridiculed at first). The organizational structure enhances the communication 
of the writer’s ideas. 
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CONV: 5  
All types of sentences are crafted and effective throughout the response. There is an extensive 
variety of sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. All elements of usage are consistently 
correct. Word choice is accurate, specific, and varied. All elements of mechanics are consistently 
correct. Errors are minor (three spelling errors) and infrequent and do not interfere with meaning.
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Annotations for Paper 6 
 
DEV: 4 
All parts of the assigned task are explained (artistic, literary, scientific contributions) with 
descriptions that go beyond the provided documents. In art, the writer describes the changes in 
themes and realistic techniques used by Renaissance artists. In literature, the writer describes 
Cervantes’ Don Quixote, the sonnets of Shakespeare and Petrarch, and the individualistic themes 
of these works. In science, the writer describes important discoveries and inventions (the 
scientific method, vaccines). The writer analyzes the long term impact of Renaissance 
contributions in art, literature, and science in terms of themes (realism, individualism), theories 
(scientific method), and techniques (realism, sonnets). Conclusions are supported with factual 
information. All of the writer’s ideas are relevant. 
 
KNOW: 4 
The writer demonstrates considerable correct and relevant prior knowledge, more so in art and 
literature than in science (Renaissance means rebirth; Renaissance began in Italy; pre-
Renaissance artwork had religious themes; Renaissance artists used balance, realism, and 
proportion; Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote which is a 
parody; Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet and Julius Caesar as well as sonnets; the scientific 
method was being used). Information from the provided documents is integrated appropriately. 
Social studies vocabulary is used consistently in the response (rebirth, continent, Middle Age, 
balance, proportion, lifelike, artists’ techniques, modern-day society, globe, novel, parody, 
romance literature, sonnet, ideals, reason, technology, scientific method, medieval). 
 
ORG: 5  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced logically across all parts of the 
response. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the writer introduces the concept of 
“rebirth” as it relates to Renaissance thinking and the arts. The conclusion provides closure by 
returning to the concept of rebirth without repeating ideas from the introduction. Effective and 
varied transitions link all parts of the response (This new age, Along the way, Even today, 
During the Renaissance, These artist’s techniques, As people tried to seek truth and reason, New 
ideas and approaches were born). The organizational structure enhances the communication of 
the writer’s ideas. 
 
CONV: 5  
All types of sentences are carefully crafted and effective throughout the response. There is an 
extensive variety of sentence lengths, structures, and beginnings. All elements of usage are 
consistently correct. Word choice is accurate, specific, and varied. All elements of mechanics are 
consistently correct. There are no errors.  
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Annotations for Paper 7 
 
DEV: 4 
All parts of the assigned task are explained (artistic, literary, scientific contributions), but some 
parts are more fully explained than others. In art, the writer describes the Pieta and the Mona 
Lisa and suggests that these pieces of art represent the changing attitudes of the Renaissance. In 
literature, the writer describes the works of Shakespeare and develops in some detail the 
audience (Queen’s attendance, working class, groundlings) and safety problems in the theater. In 
science, the writer describes the impact of Leonardo da Vinci’s “flying machine” (an inspiration 
for the Wright Brothers) and of Galileo’s observations of the moon (current advances in 
technology). Conclusions are supported with accurate factual information: “plays were meant for 
everyone to see and enjoy, no matter what social class” is developed with specific details of 
where each class from royalty to the poor were seated in the theater. All of the writer’s ideas are 
relevant. 
 
KNOW: 4 
The response demonstrates considerable, relevant prior knowledge (Michelangelo sculpted 
David; Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar, Hamlet, and A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream; theatrical casts were all males; the poor were called groundlings; Elizabethan theaters 
tended to catch fire; the Wright Brothers invented the first working airplane). Each of the 
provided documents is integrated into the response appropriately. Social studies vocabulary is 
used consistently throughout the response (individualism, notable artists, playwright, 
Elizabethan, tragedy, social status, peasants, queen, merchants, working class, astronomer, 
technology).  
 
ORG: 4  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are clearly sequenced within paragraphs and 
across parts of the response. The introduction is clear; the writer introduces the concepts of 
creativity and individualism in the Renaissance. The conclusion provides closure without 
repetition; the cultural contributions of the Renaissance still influence our lives today. Varied 
transitions link parts of the response (One of the most notable pieces from this time period; 
Artistic contributions such as these; Art wasn’t the only contribution made; If not for all of these 
contributions). 
 
CONV: 4  
Simple, complex, and compound sentences are consistently clear and effective. Sentences vary in 
length and in structure. There is a single sentence error (“Though, plays were meant for everyone 
to see and enjoy, no matter what gender or social status.”). The elements of usage are 
consistently correct with one exception (“They allowed for new forms of expression as well as 
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give an indicator as to what life was like”). The elements of mechanics are consistently correct. 
Errors are minor (an occasional misspelled word and unnecessary comma) and do not interfere 
with meaning. Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent control. 
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Annotations for Paper 8 
 
DEV: 4 
All parts of the assigned task are explained (artistic, literary, scientific contributions), but some 
parts are more fully developed than others. In art, the writer describes the importance of the 
Mona Lisa and the Pieta. In literature, the writer describes the sonnets and plays of Shakespeare. 
In science, the writer describes the star gazing of Galileo, Isaac Newton’s laws of gravity, 
Copernicus’ theories of planetary orbits, and Leonardo da Vinci’s flying machine. The sections 
on science and literature are more fully developed than the section on artistic contributions. The 
writer effectively analyzes the impact of Renaissance artists, writers, and scientists (some 
sonnets are now referred to as Petrarchan or Elizabethan or Shakespearean; scientists changed 
the way Europeans thought about space; Newton formulated new laws of physics which are used 
today). The writer describes the type of sonnets written by Shakespeare, Petrarch, and Boccaccio 
with some specific details. Some specific details are also provided in describing the science of 
the Renaissance.  
 
KNOW: 4 
The response demonstrates considerable, relevant prior knowledge (the Renaissance was a 
revival of Roman and Greek culture; Shakespeare composed hundreds of sonnets; there are 10 
syllables in each line of the sonnet, three quatrains and a couplet, Shakespeare wrote Romeo and 
Juliet; Petrarchan sonnets included a sestet and an octave; Newton formulated laws of gravity). 
The provided documents are used appropriately. Social studies vocabulary is used consistently in 
the response (Roman, Greek, sonnets, laws, Elizabethan, quatrain, couplet, octave, sestet, 
gravitational inertia, technologies).  
 
ORG: 4  
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced appropriately within paragraphs 
and across parts of the response. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose; the writer 
states the long term cultural impact of artistic, literary, and scientific contributions. The 
conclusion provides closure but repeats several of the ideas stated in the introduction. Varied 
transitions link parts of the response (this return of culture; these two paintings; within these 
historic paintings; His sonnets also; Along with Shakespeare; all in all; Along with new forms of 
literature and art).  
 
CONV: 4  
Simple, complex, and compound sentences are consistently clear and effective. Sentences vary 
more in length than in structure; most sentences begin with the subject first. The elements of 
usage are consistently correct. The elements of mechanics are consistently correct. Errors are 
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minor (Shakespearean is misspelled; the writer uses the first name William to refer to 
Shakespeare). Overall, the writer demonstrates consistent control. 
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Annotations for Paper 9 
 
DEV: 3 
Most parts of the assigned task are sufficiently developed with some details (artistic, literary, 
scientific contributions). In art, the writer describes the works of Leonardo da Vinci and 
Michelangelo. In literature, the writer describes Petrarch’s love poem to Laura, and lists some of 
Shakespeare’s well known plays. In science, the writer describes Da Vinci’s flying machine. 
Some of these descriptions include specific details. Analysis is correct but limited and is not 
always explained. (“Because they made science improve more, we know about the space and we 
can transport to meet people and go on a trip.” “It is also known well to other countries because 
of the crusaders trade.”). All of the writer’s ideas are relevant. 
 
KNOW: 3 
Prior knowledge is generally relevant and correct (The Renaissance started in Florence; 
Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa; Michelangelo sculpted the Pieta; Laura was the 
inspiration for Petrarch; Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet and Midsummer Night’s Dream). 
Social studies vocabulary is appropriate and is used in most parts of the response (Florence, 
Italy, sculptor, sonnet). The provided documents are used appropriately; information is 
integrated, not merely copied. Most of the information included in the response is correct, but 
Michelangelo did not paint the Last Supper. Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control of 
this domain. 
 
ORG: 3  
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are grouped 
together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced in the order of the bullets in the assigned 
task. The introduction is clear and effective; the writer explains why the Renaissance flourished 
in Italy. The conclusion is less effective as it repeats statements from the Historical Background 
of the assigned task. Transitions link ideas within paragraphs (it is also known well; These two 
men; Some famous writers; One of the scientists). 
 
CONV: 3 
The majority of the sentences are formed correctly. There is some variation in sentence length, 
but most of the sentences have the same structure (subject first followed by predicate). The 
majority of the response contains correct usage and mechanics. There are more errors in usage 
than in the other two components. Some subjects and verbs do not agree (“The arts was”). Some 
word forms are incorrect (“Shakespeare wrote these literature”; “the flying machine was drawn 
from him”). The writer often leaves out articles like “the” before nouns. The plurals of “sonnet” 
and “scientist” are not formed correctly. Most of these errors do not interfere with meaning. 
Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control. 
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Annotations for Paper 10 
 
DEV: 3 
Most parts of the assigned task are sufficiently developed with some details (artistic, literary, 
scientific contributions). In art, the writer describes the work of Leonardo da Vinci – the Mona 
Lisa in particular. In literature, the writer describes Shakespeare’s sonnets, poems, and Romeo 
and Juliet, as well as three new forms of literature that were developed. In science, the writer 
again describes da Vinci’s contributions in the form of inventions. The information about Galileo 
is taken from Document C.  The majority of the writer’s analysis is correct, but some of it is not 
explained (“The meaning of the painting, and who it is in the painting, are still a mystery today.” 
“This was an astronomical break-through for the world.”). All of the writer’s ideas are relevant. 
 
KNOW: 3 
Prior knowledge is generally relevant and correct (Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa; he 
never thought the Mona Lisa was complete; the model for the Mona Lisa is unknown; 
Shakespeare wrote sonnets, poems, and plays; Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet; realism, 
modernism, and romanticism were developed during the Renaissance; Leonardo da Vinci wrote 
his ideas in codes). Social Studies vocabulary is appropriate and is used in most parts of the 
response (philosophers, sonnets, romanticism modernism, realism, technological, inventor, 
astronomical). The provided documents are used appropriately; information is integrated, not 
merely copied. Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control of the components of 
knowledge. 
 
ORG: 3  
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are grouped 
together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced in the order of the bullets in the assigned 
task. The introduction is clear, but most of it consists of paraphrasing the historical background 
and the writing task. The conclusion is stronger than the introduction. In it, the writer states that 
the Renaissance molded the foundation of “our time.” Transitions link parts of the response 
(these amazing works; as well as artists; a few of them are; believe it or not; one invention of his; 
this was an astronomical breakthrough). 
 
CONV: 4  
Simple, complex, compound sentences are consistently clear and generally effective. There are 
no incorrect sentences. The elements of usage are consistently correct. The elements of 
mechanics are consistently correct. There is more variety and control demonstrated in mechanics 
than in usage or sentence formation.  
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Annotations for Paper 11 
 
DEV: 3 
Most parts of the assigned task are sufficiently developed (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions). In art, the writer describes the work of Leonardo da Vinci including the Mona 
Lisa. In literature, the writer describes and develops the impact of Shakespeare’s plays. In 
science, the writer incorrectly describes Leonardo da Vinci’s flying machine as a working model. 
Information about Galileo is taken from the caption of the photograph in Document C, resulting 
in the weakest development in the three parts of the assigned task. Most of the supporting ideas 
are general (“This painting perfectly represents the time period just by the way it was painted; it 
has the Renaissance style to it.”). Some of the writer’s interpretations are explained, while others 
are not (“as the reader can see, artistic contributions had a major impact on the entire planet.”). 
The writer analyzes the impact of Shakespeare’s works by explaining that they are still read in 
high schools today. The writer connects Leonardo da Vinci’s flying machine with the 
development of modern aircraft. All of the writer’s ideas are relevant, but some are overly 
general and repeated throughout the response. 
 
KNOW: 3 
Prior knowledge is relevant and correct (Leonardo da Vinci painted Mona Lisa; Shakespeare 
wrote Julius Caesar, Romeo and Juliet, and Hamlet). The writer included more prior knowledge 
about Renaissance art and literature than science. Social studies vocabulary is appropriate and is 
used in most parts of the response (region, wealth, playwright, technology). The provided 
documents are used appropriately; information is integrated, not merely copied. Most of the 
information is correct, but there is incorrect information in the discussion of the flying machine. 
The machine in Leonardo da Vinci’s sketch was never actually constructed or used. Overall, the 
writer’s knowledge of cultural contributions of the Renaissance is sufficient. 
 
ORG: 3  
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are grouped 
together (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced in the order of the bullets in the assigned 
task. The introduction is clear; the writer states that the Renaissance had positive effects on the 
culture and economy of the era and into the future. The conclusion provides closure by relating 
back to some of the ideas in the introduction. Transitions link parts of the response (to start off, 
moving right along, continuing, as the reader can see, all of these people, lastly, in the future, in 
conclusion). Transitions between paragraphs are less effective than transitions within paragraphs. 
 
CONV: 4  
Simple, complex, and compound sentences are consistently clear and effective. Sentences vary in 
length and structure. The elements of usage and mechanics are consistently correct. The writer 
demonstrates consistent control, but extensive variety and craftsmanship is not demonstrated. 
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Annotations for Paper 12 
 
DEV: 3 
Most parts of the assigned task are sufficiently developed (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions). Descriptions of the cultural contributions are somewhat general for all three parts 
of the task. In art, the writer mentions that “paintings and sculptures showed great detail.” The 
writer does not further elaborate on this point. In literature, the writer describes general themes: 
love, humans, Julius Caesar. In science, the writer generally describes the methodology of 
Renaissance scientists. The strength of this response lies more in the analysis and interpretation 
of relationships in the task. The writer points out that changes in art, literature, and science were 
a reflection of both the culture and the individual writers and scientists themselves; each group 
expressed the need to understand the world around them from a slightly different perspective. 
Most of the writer’s conclusions are explained (“Their thoughts, education, and ideas can be seen 
through the work.” “These technologies had to be completed with little or even no research. The 
resources were common things, such as scrap metals.”). There is some repetition of ideas 
between art, literature, and science: all of the cultural contributions are attributed to better 
education. All of the writer’s ideas are relevant. 
 
KNOW: 3 
Prior knowledge is generally relevant and correct (detail in paintings and sculptures, Shakespeare 
wrote Julius Caesar). Use of the documents is generally appropriate: the writer’s theme is an 
extension of the ideas expressed in the Historical Background. Adequate social studies 
vocabulary is used (human thought and curiosity, scientific breakthroughs, search for meaning, 
education, modernized, dramas, language developments, technology, research, resources). 
 
ORG: 4 
All parts of the organizational strategy are appropriate to the assigned task. Related ideas are 
grouped appropriately (art, literature, science). Ideas are sequenced in the order of the bullets in 
the assigned task. The introduction establishes the topic and purpose (“They expanded human 
thought and curiosity and showed what humans were capable of.”). The conclusion provides 
closure without repetition (“There were many advances that made a pathway into future cultural 
contributions.”). Varied transitions link ideas within paragraphs and between paragraphs (As 
curiosity about the world, By the time of the Renaissance, These technologies). 
 
CONV: 4  
Simple, complex, and compound sentences are consistently clear and effective. There is a single 
sentence fragment. Sentences vary in length and structure. Most elements of usage and 
mechanics are consistently correct. Word choice is accurate and specific. There is an occasional 
unnecessary comma but many correct commas. Errors do not interfere with meaning. Overall, 
the writer demonstrates consistent control. 
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Annotations for Paper 13 
 
DEV: 2 
The writer attempts to address all parts of the writing task (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions), but the explanations are incomplete. The writer provides some specific details 
about each part of the task: Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa, Michelangelo sculpted the 
Pieta; Shakespeare is famous for Romeo and Juliet; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote; Galileo was 
the first to really observe the moon with a telescope. Overall, however, development of each 
section of the response is limited.  Conclusions are often incorrect (you couldn’t find works of 
art before Mona Lisa; you couldn’t get any entertainment before Shakespeare and Cervantes; 
there was no sign of any progress and no scientific inventions.). All of the information in the 
response is relevant. 
 
KNOW: 3 
Sufficient prior knowledge is demonstrated (Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa, Mona 
Lisa is famous for her smile, Michelangelo sculpted the Pieta; Shakespeare is famous for Romeo 
and Juliet; Cervantes wrote Don Quixote, Don Quixote is about a crazy knight, Leonardo da 
Vinci sketched, but did not construct, his flying machine). Adequate social studies vocabulary is 
used (gothic, sculptures, inventions).  
 
ORG: 3  
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the assigned task; the paragraphs follow the order of 
the bullets in the assigned task. Ideas are grouped and sequenced clearly (art, literature, science). 
The introduction is clear even though some of the general information about the Renaissance era 
is incorrect. The conclusion provides closure; the writer attempts to make the point that the 
Renaissance brought important changes to the world, but the analysis is not entirely accurate. 
Transitions link parts of the response (his best known, another great writer, although, also, in 
conclusion). 
 
CONV: 3  
Almost all of the sentences are formed correctly; however, there is one fragment and one run-on. 
There is some variation in sentence structure. The majority of the response contains correct 
usage and mechanics. There are some incorrect word forms (“many literary work was”; “read too 
much knight stories”), but these do not interfere with meaning. There are two misspellings 
(tradegies, literal for literary). Overall, the writer demonstrates sufficient control. 
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Annotations for Paper 14 
 
DEV: 2 
The writer attempts to address all parts of the writing task (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions), but the explanations are incomplete and vague. It is not clear if the writer believes 
that Michelangelo painted the Mona Lisa, but most of this section of the response consists of 
generalities about the art of the era (“Paintings, though, were not the only type of art, many 
sculptures were made too.”). In the section on literary contributions, the writer names the writers 
listed in the documents, and states that Shakespeare wrote poems, sonnets, and plays that are still 
read today. These general statements are not developed with specific details or facts. In the 
section on scientific contributions, the writer briefly describes Galileo’s telescope and Leonardo 
da Vinci’s flying machine. Relationships are partially addressed (the comparison between 
Leonardo da Vinci’s plane and modern aircraft). The writer states conclusions but does not 
explain them (scientific discoveries evolved into today’s technology; Michelangelo is famous for 
all his accomplishments; Literature has always been important; since then the telescope has 
changed so much). Overall, the writer demonstrates a limited understanding of the cultural 
contributions of the Renaissance. 
 
KNOW: 2 
Prior knowledge is not sufficiently demonstrated. In art, the writer knows that both paintings and 
sculptures were created during the Renaissance. In literature, the writer knows that Shakespeare 
wrote plays, poems, and sonnets that are still read today. Most of the scientific information is 
from the provided documents. Some social studies vocabulary is used correctly (technology, 
inventions, discoveries), but most vocabulary is from the provided documents. Overall, the writer 
demonstrates limited control of the components of Knowledge. 
 
ORG: 3 
The organizational strategy is appropriate to the assigned task. Ideas are clearly sequenced and 
follow the order of the bullets in the assigned task. The introduction is clear: the writer explains 
the importance of the cultural contributions from the Renaissance in today’s world. The 
conclusion provides closure by tying the past to the present (“the technology will continue to 
improve, classics will be written, and masterpieces will be made.”). Varied transitions link parts 
of the response (In the art world; Although art was very important; Not only did art and writing). 
 
CONV: 3  
Most sentences are formed correctly. There is a run-on and some awkward phrasing (“if spoken 
about”), but most of the sentences are clear. There is some variation in length and structure. The 
majority of the response contains correct usage and mechanics. Some of the pronoun referents 
are incorrect (an artist and their artwork). Some plural nouns are formed incorrectly, but most are 
correctly constructed. There are missing commas after introductory phrases.  
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Annotations for Paper 15 
 
DEV: 2 
The writer attempts to address all parts of the writing task (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions), but the explanations are incomplete and vague. In the section on artistic 
contributions, the writer makes a series of vague statements (art was different; art was old 
fashioned; beauty is in the eye of the beholder; tools were different).  None of these statements 
are developed with specific details or information about specific artists. In the section on literary 
contributions, the writer states the names of the writers listed in the provided documents and that 
what these writers spoke and wrote and taught was different. None of these ideas is developed. In 
the section on scientific contributions, the writer mentions the inventions and names pictured in 
Document C, then states that Galileo made things different.  The writer attempts to make 
comparisons between the present and the past, but these are usually vague and unexplained 
(“different”).  The writer states some general conclusions at the end of the response: (“Liturture 
and mankind invention is all happening because of the inspiration of Artist and scientist back 
then.”). Overall, the writer demonstrates a limited understanding of the Renaissance. 
 
KNOW: 2 
Prior knowledge is not sufficiently demonstrated. The only prior knowledge in the response is 
that Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet. Most of the information in the response comes from 
the provided documents. The social studies vocabulary from the provided documents is used 
correctly. Overall, the writer demonstrates limited control of the components of Knowledge. 
 
ORG: 3  
The organizational strategy is generally appropriate to the assigned task. The writer’s ideas are 
sequenced in the order of the bullets in the assigned task. The introduction is clear; the writer 
opens the response with the Mona Lisa, perhaps the most famous cultural contribution to come 
out of the Renaissance. The conclusion provides closure by stating that contemporary artists and 
scientists are still inspired by the works that came out of the Renaissance. Effective transitions 
link most of the response (with all of these ideas, today, however). 
 
CONV: 2  
Most sentences are formed correctly, but there are fragments and run-ons. There is some variety 
in sentence lengths and structures. Usage is a mixture of correct and incorrect instances. There 
are subject-verb agreement errors (“great writers that writes plays,” “mankind invention is all 
happening”). The writer has difficulty forming plurals and possessives (“People ideas”). Many 
word forms are incorrect (“the artistic were like old fashion,” “in the sculpture there were very 
detail,” “the way they spoke and written,” “mankind invention all happening”). These errors 
interfere with meaning. The writer demonstrates the most control in mechanics; there are some 
missing commas, but these are minor errors and do not interfere with meaning.  
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Annotations for Paper 16 
 
DEV: 2  
The writer attempts to address all parts of the writing task (artistic, literary, scientific 
contributions), but explanations are vague and incomplete. The writer briefly explains that Mona 
Lisa has a mysterious expression on her face. It is not clear if the writer understands that the 
Pieta is a sculpture as opposed to a painting, and the writer merely states that the Pieta represents 
a mother and son rather than Mary and Jesus. The writer does try to analyze the meaning of art 
by saying that the paintings “stood for hope, mystery, and caring for others.” In the section on 
literary contributions, the writer states the Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet and briefly 
develops the plot of the play, but does not attempt to analyze of interpret the importance of 
Renaissance literature. The writer briefly describes the photographs in Document C, but does not 
go beyond the captions provided except to state that the flying machine looked “fun to have” and 
“very interesting.” Overall, the response is minimally developed.   
 
KNOW: 2 
Prior knowledge is not sufficiently demonstrated. The only prior knowledge in the response is 
that Shakespeare wrote Romeo and Juliet and the brief plot description of the play. The 
remainder of the response consists of descriptions of the photographs in the provided documents 
and the writer’s personal reflections on the topic. Social studies vocabulary from the provided 
documents is used correctly (scientific contributions, flying machine, telescope). Overall, the 
writer demonstrates limited control of the components of Knowledge. 
 
ORG: 2  
There is some evidence of an organizational strategy. Each paragraph is focused on one of the 
bullets in the assigned task (art, literature, science), and the paragraphs are sequenced in the 
order of the bullets in the task. There is neither an introduction nor a conclusion; the writer opens 
the response with a discussion of the Mona Lisa. Transitions link some parts of the response 
(When I first saw Pieta; This was; Towards the end; Looking at the telescope in Document C). 
There is enough linking of ideas in this response to demonstrate limited control of this domain. 
 
CONV: 2  
The writer demonstrates greater control of usage and mechanics than sentence formation. There 
are many sentence fragments. The writer may have intended some of them to be functional 
fragments, but there are not enough correctly formed sentences to make this assumption. Most of 
the usage is correct with the exception of “scientific contributions was” and “telescopes these 
days has.” Few of the errors interfere with meaning. Most of the errors in mechanics consist of 
unnecessary commas. There is a single spelling error (fueding). Overall, the writer demonstrates 
limited control.  
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Annotations for Paper 17 
 
DEV: 1  
Attempts to address the assigned task are incorrect. First, the writer states that the Mona Lisa is a 
photograph. Then, the writer states that it is a portrait of Queen Elizabeth. Next, the writer states 
that the Pieta is a painting. The statement about Galileo is copied from the caption in Document 
C. Leonardo da Vinci never actually constructed the flying machine which he designed. The 
impact of the artistic and scientific contributions is not discussed. The conclusion is the only 
effective statement in the response (“The Renaissance searched for meaning and beauty that led 
people to create amazing work of art and to think in new ways”), but this statement is lifted 
directly from the historical background of the writing task. Overall, the writer does not 
demonstrate an understanding of the cultural contributions of the Renaissance.  
 
KNOW: 1 
Prior knowledge about the cultural contributions of the Renaissance is not demonstrated. The 
provided documents are described incorrectly. Social studies vocabulary is not used.  
 
ORG: 2  
There is some evidence of an organizational strategy. The first body paragraph is focused on the 
Mona Lisa. The second body paragraph is less focused; the writer includes the Pieta, Leonardo 
da Vinci’s flying machine, and Galileo’s telescope. The third paragraph focuses on Leonardo da 
Vinci’s flying machine. The arrangement of ideas is not always clear. The introduction to the 
response is overly general (“The Renaissance was a very interesting time. The cultural of this 
time was different in a lot of ways.”). The conclusion consists of a brief summary followed by a 
rewording of the Historical Background in the assigned task. Overall, the writer demonstrates 
only limited control. 
 
CONV: 2 
Most of the simple sentences are formed correctly, but there are fragments and run-ons. There is 
little variety in sentence length and structure. The response contains a mixture of correct and 
incorrect instances of usage and mechanics. Usage is often unclear (“Its so historical invention 
that will never be forgotten”) and awkward (“The artistic contributions of the Renaissance had 
some of the most beautiful artwork.”). Capitalization appears random; some proper nouns and 
some of the first words in sentences are not capitalized. Some of these errors interfere with 
meaning. Overall, the writer demonstrates limited control. 
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Annotations for Paper 18 
 
DEV: 1  
Most of the writer’s attempts to address the assigned task are not meaningful. For artistic 
contributions, the writer mentions only that art changed during the Renaissance and many 
Renaissance pieces are loved and valuable even today. For literary contributions, the writer 
mentions only that literature changed. For scientific contributions, the writer states only that the 
scientists developed new vehicles.  The writer does not develop any of these ideas or analyze the 
impact of the Renaissance contributions. No specific details are provided. Overall, the writer 
does not demonstrate an understanding of the cultural contributions of the Renaissance. 
 
KNOW: 1 
Prior knowledge is not demonstrated. The writer does not name or describe the photographs in 
the provided documents. There is little attempt to use social studies vocabulary.  
 
ORG: 2 
There is some evidence of an organizational strategy. Related ideas are loosely grouped into 
paragraphs (art, literature, science). Paragraphs are sequenced in the order of the assigned task. 
The introduction announces all of the writer’s main points. The conclusion is limited to a single 
sentence. Some simple transitions are used (first, next, last). The overall plan is very formulaic; 
the topic sentences of each paragraph are pulled almost verbatim from the introduction. Overall, 
the writer demonstrates very limited control.  
 
CONV: 1  
Many of the sentences are unclear. There are frequent and severe errors in usage; the writer 
leaves out most of the articles (the). Verbs are formed incorrectly (“are impacted on,” “gave to 
change,” “Renaissance has impacted”). Almost every sentence in the response requires rereading 
for clarification. The writer’s meaning is obscured by Conventions errors.  
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Annotations for Paper 19 
 
DEV: 1  
The information in the response is incorrect or copied from the documents. The writer describes, 
but does not interpret or analyze, the photographs in the documents (“Mona Lisa is a picture of a 
Renaissance woman with brown long hair”). The writer assumes that the writers of the 
Renaissance wrote laws instead of books and poetry. The writer states that Leonardo de Vinci 
flew his flying machine when it was never actually constructed. The writer does not demonstrate 
an understanding of the impact of the Renaissance on the present era (“The Renaissance has 
great work and are creative people.”). The writer does maintain a focus on the assigned task. 
 
KNOW: 1 
The writer does not demonstrate prior knowledge of the cultural contributions of the 
Renaissance. The documents are not used appropriately: the writer attempts to describe the 
documents, but some of the descriptions are incorrect. There is little attempt to use social studies 
vocabulary. Word choice is imprecise (“The Mona Lisa is a picture”). 
 
ORG: 2 
There is evidence of an organizational strategy. Ideas are loosely sequenced in the order of the 
bullets in the assigned task (art, literature, science). There is an attempt at an introduction and a 
conclusion. The introduction is muddled (“In history the meanings and the beauty of the 
renaissance led people to create great works in arts and to think of new and different ways like 
the artistic literacy and scientific contributions of the renaissance.”). The conclusion restates the 
contributions mentioned in the body of the response. Some simple transitions are used (they, 
these, it, the next machine). The writer demonstrates an understanding of the need for 
organizational structures but only limited control in executing them. 
 
CONV: 1 
There are frequent sentence fragments, run-ons, and unclear sentences. Errors in usage interfere 
with  meaning (“The Renaissance also made laws…;” “They would make laws and have sign 
them”). Pronoun referents throughout the response are unclear. In mechanics, some proper nouns 
are not capitalized, and some common nouns are capitalized. When errors are so severe that they 
obscure the writer’s meaning, control has not been demonstrated. 
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Annotations for Paper 20 
 
DEV: 1  
The writer’s attempts to address the assigned task are incorrect. Information about the Mona Lisa 
(“Ive seen her in the movies”) and the Pieta (“lady who restored human lives”) is invented by the 
writer. The writer understands only that Shakespeare wrote stories and rhymes. Some of the 
information on scientific contributions is also incorrect (Leonardo da Vinci did not build the 
flying machine that he designed). The impact of the contributions by artists and scientists of the 
Renaissance is not discussed. The writer has attempted to interpret the provided documents, but 
the writer’s ideas do not reflect an understanding of the culture of the Renaissance. 
 
KNOW: 1 
Most of the information in the response is incorrect. The writer’s interpretations of the provided 
documents are invented or copied (the fact that Galileo observed the moon is stated in the 
caption of Document C). There is little attempt to use social studies vocabulary. The writer does 
not demonstrate prior knowledge of the Renaissance. 
 
ORG: 2 
There is limited evidence of an organizational strategy. Ideas are loosely grouped and sequenced 
in the order of the assigned task (art, literature, science). The response lacks an introduction and 
a conclusion. Some simple transitions are used (pronoun substitution: she, this, he, they) within 
paragraphs but not between paragraphs. 
 
CONV: 2  
Some of the simple sentences are formed correctly, but there are many fragments and some run-
ons, all of which interfere with the flow of the response. Some sentences are unclear (“I’ve seen 
her in movies that play the scary parts.”) and lack a subject (“also helped people in need.”). Most 
of the subjects and verbs agree, with the exception of “women was nice” and “she gived her 
best.” Most of the elements of mechanics are correct, but some simple words are misspelled 
(erins, docment) and occasional proper nouns are not capitalized. Overall, the writer 
demonstrates very limited control. 
 

 

 

 


